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Field-induced Coulomb coupling in semiconductor macroatoms:
Application to single-electron quantum devices

Irene D’Amicoa) and Fausto Rossib)

Istituto Nazionale per la Fisica della Materia (INFM), Institute for Scientific Interchange (ISI),
Villa Gualino, Viale Settimio Severo 65, I-10133 Torino, Italy

~Received 21 March 2001; accepted for publication 12 July 2001!

An original approach for the control of exciton–exciton Coulomb coupling in semiconductor
macroatoms/molecules is proposed. We show that by applying properly tailored external fields, we
can induce—or significantly reinforce—excitonic dipoles, which in turn allows one to control and
magnify intra- as well as interdot few-exciton effects. Such a dipole–dipole interaction mechanism
will be accounted for within a simple analytical model, which is found to be in good agreement with
fully three-dimensional calculations. The proposed approach may play an important role for the
design and realization of fully optical quantum gates as well as ultrafast optical switches. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1399003#
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In recent years semiconductor nanostructures have
tracted enormous attention.1 In particular, the ability of
building zero-dimensionalsystems, such as semiconduct
quantum dots~QDs!,2 has led to a technological revolution
QD applications in fact range from laser emitters3 to charge-
storage devices,4 and from fluorescent biological markers5 to
quantum information processing devices.6,7 With QDs, the
flexibility in controlling carrier densities reaches its extrem
it is possible to inject into a QD even just a single electro8

or a single exciton.9,10The QDs discrete energy spectrum,
the other hand, results in rich optical response and in w
interaction of the quantized carrier system with environm
tal degrees of freedom~phonons, plasmons, etc!. At the same
time, their reduced spatial extension—up to fe
nanometers—leads to a significant increase of Coulomb
teractions among carriers. This, together with the gran
nature of charge injection/photogeneration previously m
tioned, leads to pronounced few-particle effects.

In this letter we shall show how an external electric fie
can be used as a simple, effective way to tailor few-exci
interactions in single as well as coupled QD structures. T
fine-tuning possibility may allow important technological a
plications, likeall-optical quantum gates7 and ultrafast opti-
cal switches.11 As we shall see, the proposed field-induc
effects may be easily understood and quantitatively e
mated using the simple analytical model described below12

Let us consider first a single QD structure. In the us
situation, the electron and hole charge distributions co
sponding to the same excitonic state are spatially supe
posed. Assuming that the typical lengths associated to
confining potential for electron and hole are the same, i
possible to show that there is no net Coulomb interact
among excitons belonging to the same ‘‘shell.’’10 In particu-
lar, then, if we consider two excitons with opposite spins
the lower energy state, the associated biexcitonic shift13 is
equal to zero. Let us apply now a constant electric field. T

a!Electronic mail: damico@isiosf.isi.it
b!Also at the Dipartimento di Fisica, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca de

Abruzzi 24, I-10129 Torino, Italy.
1670003-6951/2001/79(11)/1676/3/$18.00
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will pull apart charges of opposite sign, creating an electri
dipole for each exciton. It follows that the net Coulomb i
teraction among excitons is now different from zero even
the same shell. In this way an external electric field, rem
ing part of the system symmetries, allows us toturn on at
will and to tuneexciton–exciton interactions.

A similar argument can be applied to the interaction b
tween excitons in a coupled QD structure, i.e., to a semic
ductor macromolecule. Even if charge distributions for ele
trons and holes in the same shell are somewhat different
interaction between excitons sitting in different and f
enough QDs will be negligible. If we now apply a consta
in-plane electric field~see below!, we create again electron
hole dipoles inside each QD. Therefore, the polarized e
tons will now interact with a strength that is roughly propo
tional to the square of the field-induced excitonic dipo
Once more, the presence of the field is found to turn
exciton–exciton interactions, thus allowing the formation
tunable bondsbetween QDs, i.e.,artificial macromolecules.

The external field can be even used toturn off Coulomb
interactions. Let us consider for simplicity a single exciton
a QD: What happens if we keep increasing the external e
tric field? Like in the regime of strong electron-hole Co
lomb interaction just described, the electric field will start
dominate, and the Coulomb correlation becomes a mere
turbation, up to the point at which the electron-hole cha
separation is so large that the two particles can be descr
as noninteracting.

In order to test the viability of the proposed scheme,
have performed a realistic calculation14 of field-induced
exciton–exciton interaction in a GaAs-based coupled Q
structure. The upper inset of Fig. 1 shows the electron
hole particle distributions corresponding to the exciton
ground state along the field direction: we can clearly rec
nize the field-induced electron-hole charge separation. Fig
1 illustrates the dipole–dipole coupling energy, i.e., the bi
citonic shift,13 as a function of the in-plane fieldE. Here, our
exact calculation~squares! is compared to the result of th
model~solid curve! described below. As we can see, we o
tain energy shifts of the order of a few meV, fully compatib

i

6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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with the typical resolution of current ultrafast spectroscop1

We stress that, in order to minimize the loss of oscilla
strength due to field-induced charge separation, careful o
mization of the system parameters is needed.

We shall now show that the field-induced effects pre
ously introduced can be described in terms of a simple a
lytical model. To this end, the QD carrier confinement alo
the growth (z) direction can be modeled as anarrow har-
monic potential~or as a square box! V(z); the confinement
in the QD (rW) plane is described as a two-dimensional~2D!
parabolic potential. By denoting withEW the in-plane electric
field, the single-exciton Hamiltonian will then be

H5 (
i 5e,h

F pi
2

2mi
1

1

2
miv i

2urW i6dW i u21Vi~zi !G
2

e2

eAurWe2rWhu21uze2zhu2
, ~1!

where the6 sign and the subscriptse and h refer, respec-
tively, to the electron and hole. Here,dW i5eEW /miv i

2 is the
single-particle charge displacement induced by the field.
want to show that, under suitable conditions, Eq.~1! can be
analytically solved and all the important quantities can
easily estimated with a good degree of accuracy.

Due to the strong single-particle confinement along thz
direction, we will approximateuze2zhu2 with its average
valuelz

2 . It is then possible to separate the Hamiltonian, E
~1!, as H5Hi($rW i%)1H'(ze)1H'(zh) where H'(zi)
5 pzi

2 /2mi 1Vi(zi) is the single-particle Hamiltonian alon

the growth direction—exactly solvable for the case of a pa
bolic potential as well as of an infinite-height square well.
further defining the center of mass~CM! and relative coor-
dinates RW 5 @me(rWe1dW e)1mh(rWh2dW h)#/M (M5me1mh)
and rW5rWh2rWe , the in-plane HamiltonianHi($rW i%) becomes

FIG. 1. Biexcitonic shiftDe vs external fieldE for a system characterized
by the parametersme50.067m0 , mh50.34m0 ~m0 is the metallic electron
mass!, \ve530 meV and\vh524 meV. The squares indicate the results
the fully three-dimensional calculation, the solid line represents the res
of the proposed model, the dotted line is the result obtained when Coul
correlations are completely neglected and the dashed line correspon
settingDv50 in the model. The upper inset shows the electron and h
particle density corresponding to the excitonic ground state along the
direction; the lower inset presents the behavior of the two key quant
Dv/v r andDx/d with respect to the external field.
Downloaded 06 Jul 2012 to 192.167.204.100. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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Hi~RW ,rW !5
P2

2M
1

1

2
MvR

2R21
p

2m
1

1

2
mv r

2udW 2rWu2

1m~ve
22vh

2!RW •~dW 2rW !2
e2

eAr 21lz
2

, ~2!

where m5 memh /M is the reduced mass,vR
25@(ve

2

1vh
2)/2# (11D), v r

25@(ve
21vh

2)/2# (12D), D5 @(me

2mh )/M #(ve
22vh

2)/(ve
21vh

2) and dW 5dW e1dW h denotes the
total electron-hole in-plane displacement.

In the limit (ve
22vh

2)/(ve
21vh

2) !1, the two coordi-
nates are only weakly coupled, and the Schro¨dinger equation
associated with the CM coordinateRW is exactly solvable. In
the general case we will concentrate on the ground st
although generalization to higher states is straightforwa
We can approximate the ground state ofHi as C(rW,RW )

5Cx(x) @1/(l r
2p)1/4# e2 (y2/2lr

2) @1/(lR
2p)1/2# e2 (R2/2lR

2),
where x and y denote, respectively, the components ofrW
parallel and perpendicular to the fieldEW , l r5A\/mv r and
lR5A\/MvR. By averagingHi overC(rW,RW ), we obtain the
effective Hamiltonian Heff5

1
2 \vr1\vR1 px

2/2m 1Veff(x),
characterized by the effective potential

Veff~x!5
1

2
mv r

2~x2d!21VCS x21lz
2

2l r
2 D , ~3!

with VC(u)52( e2/eApl r) euK0(u), K0 being the zero-
order Bessel function.

If we are interested in the low-energy states, we c
approximateVeff around its minimumV0 with a parabolic

potential, i.e.,Veff(x)'V01
1
2 mṽ2(x2x0)

2. Within such an ap-
proximation scheme, the eigenvalues and eigenfunction
Heff can be evaluated analytically. As already pointed out
the external field is strong enough~and we will quantitatively
define ‘‘enough’’ later!, the Coulomb attraction between th
electron and hole can be considered a perturbation. In
regime its main effect is to reduce the electron-hole displa
ment fromd to x0 . For intermediate and strong fields, w
can then write the effective displacement asx05d2Dx,
with Dx!d. In this regime the following analytical expres
sion for Dx is obtained:

Dx

d
52

l r

a*
exp~j!

Ap

DK

12
l r

a*
exp~j!

Ap
F d2

l r
2 A~DK,K1!1DKG ,

~4!

with j5(d21lz
2)/2l r

2 , K1 the first-order Bessel function
DK5K0(j)2K1(j), A(DK,K1)52DK1K1(j)/j and a*
5\2e/me2 the reduced Bohr radius. Notice that the prefac
l r /a* is a measure of the system confinement. In a sim
way, settingṽ5v r1Dv in mṽ5d2Veff /dx2ux0

, we can cal-
culate the effect of Coulomb attraction on the potent
shape. The result is cumbersome and not particularly enli
ing; here we will report only the important limitl r

2/d2 !1
~high fields!, in which Dv/v r 52 (Dx/d) }2 (l r /a* )
3(l r

3/d3). The conditionDx/d&20% quantitatively defines
the ‘‘intermediate and strong’’ electric field regime. It is ea
to show that, in the regime of interest, the correction of
wave function due toDv/v r is negligible with respect to the
correction given by the shiftDx/d.
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Based on the analytical model proposed so far, we h
investigated the biexcitonic shift previously discussed~see
Fig. 1!; more specifically, we have approximated the biex
tonic ground state as the product of two excitonic wave fu
tions sitting in different dots. The latter, in turn, are taken
products of the in-plane wave functions times the grou
state wave functions along thez direction. The desired biex
citonic shift De is then obtained by averaging the corr
sponding two-exciton Hamiltonian over such a factoriz
ground state. In this approximation,De can be reduced to a
easy-to-calculate sum of, at most, two-dimensional integr
In the corresponding validity region the estimate provided
the model is accurate: Fig. 1 shows the difference betw
the exact results~squares!, the approximate results~solid
curve! and the results obtained neglecting the Coulomb c
relation completely~dotted line!. The dashed curve show
the approximate results obtained by settingDv/v r50: as
anticipated, this correction is generally negligible. The low
inset presents the behavior ofDx/d andDv/v r with respect
to the external fieldEW . We stress that the proposed mod
allows a quick scan of the whole parameter space, us
especially when it is complex to determine the correct ope
tive region and the exact numerical calculation requires lo
computational time.7

In conclusion, we have discussed how an external e
tric field can be used to turn on and off exciton–excit
interactions in a QD system and we have provided a sim
analytical model to calculate its main properties. The p
posed strategy can play an important role in the design
optimization of semiconductor-based quantum devices,
ultrafast optical switches, single-electron devices, a
quantum-information processors.
Downloaded 06 Jul 2012 to 192.167.204.100. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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